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The purpose of this paper is to consider the asymptotic behavior of the counting 
function N(i) of eigenvalues for a class of differential operators containing the 
operator A = -A + (1x1’ + 1)” y’, (x, y) E IwP x lQ. For this type of operators, it is 
known that the first term of N(I) as 1. -+ CC is closely related to the first singularity 
of the meromorphic extension Z,(s) of the trace Tr A-“. We show that one can 
find the second term of N(R) by using the extended Ikehara Tauberian theorem. 
6 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
The final purpose of this paper is to study the asymptotic behavior of 
eigenvalues for some differential operator with polynomial coefficients 
on R”. 
To be more precise, let ,4(x, D) be a differential or pseudodifferential 
operator. If the realization a(,, D) of A(x, D) in a suitable Hilbert space 
H is a positive definite self-adjoint operator, we can define complex powers 
A^(x, D)’ by the spectral resolution of a(,, D). Moreover if the range of a 
resolvent of 2(x, D) is imbedded compactly in H, it is well known that the 
spectrum of a(a(x, D)) of a(,, D) is discrete. We denote the eigenvalues 
according to multiplicity by 0 < 1, <A, < . . . and the counting function of 
eigenvalues by N(1): N(A)= #{j;Aj<A}. 
In the case where ,4(x, D) is an elliptic operator of order m on an 
n-dimensional compact C” manifold 52 without boundary and H = L2(Q), 
Seeley [22] constructed complex powers and studied the asymptotic 
behavior of N(A) as A+ co. The essentials were as follows. The author of 
[22] first shows that a(.~, D)’ are pseudodifferential operators and that if 
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the real part of z satisfies Re z < -n/m, A(x, D)’ is of trace class and the 
trace Tr[A^(x, D)‘] is holomorphic there and has a meromorphic extension 
Z,(z) in C. As z = -n/m is a simple pole of Z,(z), the Ikehara Tauberian 
theorem is applicable (cf. Wiener [25]). Thus one obtained the result 
N(~)=cJ’“(l+o(l)) as A-00, (0.1) 
where c, is a constant depending only on Q and the principal symbol of 
Ah D). 
There are some extensions to a class of hypoelliptic operators on Q 
whose principal symbol vanishes exactly to M-th order on the charac- 
teristic set of codimension d in T*SZ\O. For A4 = 2, Menikoff and Sjostrand 
[13-151 and Sjiistrand [23] obtained the asymptotic behavior of N(A) by 
constructing the heat kernel of A(x, D) and applying the Karamata 
Tauberian theorem. For general M, Mohamed [l&18] had similar results 
by studying the properties of (A(x, D) - cl))’ for [ $ a(A(x, D)) and using 
the Hardy-Littlewood Tauberian theorem. Aramaki [ 11 had the same 
result by improving the method of [22]. In order to do so, since the first 
singularity has a double pole, the author had to extend the Ikehara 
Tauberian theorem. Aramaki [2] treated a more general class in which the 
first singularity has a pole of order p 3 1. The asymptotic behavior of N(A) 
in this case is 
N(i) = QE”“‘m(lOg n)P-‘(1 + o(1)) as A-+00. (0.2) 
On the other hand, Helffer and Robert [IS] and Helffer [7] considered 
some global elliptic operators on R” and obtained the asymptotic behavior 
of N(1) of the form 
N(A) = (-J/m + c41’“- 1/2)/m +o(l’“- 1)/y as A+co. 
Moreover they extended the result to a class of quasi-elliptic operator 
containing the anharmonic oscillator 
A(x, D) = -A + V(x), where l’(x) = 1~)~~ (k integer > 2) (0.3) 
(cf. Helffer and Robert [9, lo]). Aramaki [3] treated a more general class 
containing, for example, the case where V(x) =x: + xl + ax: (a real). For 
this operator, the author obtained the asymptotic behavior of N(A): 
N(I) = c,;1”4+ c,P4+ O(A”8) as A-+00. 
However, all of these operators satisfy 
lim V(x) = cc. (0.4) 
l~l-= 
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On the other hand, Solomyak [24] and Robert [ 193 considered a class 
of operators in which V(,Y) does not satisfy (0.4) but 2(x, D) has the 
discrete spectrum. For example, [ 191 treated the operator 
A= -A+(1 +I.~l’)~y’, (x, y)ER”XR. (0.5) 
He obtained a result on N(A) as follows: 
N(E”) = c,i 3’*log;1(1+0(1)) as J&+co. 
In this paper we shall extend this result so that 
N(A) = c,r13’2 log a, + c&3’* + 0(;1”‘2-b) as 2 + co for some 6 > 0. (0.6) 
In order to do so, we first regard A as an H-valued Weyl operator. 
Thus the Weyl symbol of A is given by lrl2 + Q,(x) E L(K, H), 
where &(x)= -d2/dy2+(l + Ix]*)~~* and H=L’(R), K= (u~L~(iTt); 
( -d2/dy2 + y2)u E L*(R)). (For the Weyl operators, see Hijrmander [ 121.) 
Next we construct complex powers for a class containing such operators. 
By the result of Aramaki [4] on the Ikehara Tauberian theorem, which is 
an extension of that in [ 11, we can get the asymptotic behavior of N(I1) of 
type (0.6). 
The plan of this paper is as follows. Part I is devoted to construction 
of complex powers. In Section 1, we recall the results given by [19], 
which are fundamental in the sequels. Section 2 discusses construction 
of parametrices of A”(x, D)- CZ for [ 4 a(Aw(x, D)) (cf. Helffer and 
Robert [ 111 and Robert [20]) and in Section 3 we construct complex 
powers. Section 4 is devoted to study the first singularity of the trace of 
a”‘(~, D)‘. Part II is a study of asymptotic behavior of No”). In particular, 
in Section 2 we consider the example (0.5) more precisely. 
PART I: CONSTRUCTION OF COMPLEX POWERS 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we shall remember a class of vector valued pseudodifferen- 
tial operators which is introduced by [19]. 
Let W= Iw” x [w” be a symplectic vector space with canonical symplectic 
form a(x,5;.~,9)=(r,y)-(x,?). 
Let (4, @) be a pair of weighted functions introduced by Beals [S] and 
g be a Riemannian metric on W given by 
lY12 Id2 
g,r,,,(Y, 4)=---I+- 
4(x, t) @(x3 5)” 
(1.1) 
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Then it is well known that g is slowly varying and a-temperate. A 
non-negative real valued function m on W is said to be an order function 
if m is g-continuous and (a, g)-temperate. (For these notations, see 
Hormander [12].) 
Moreover, let H and K be separable Hilbert spaces and L(K, H) be the 
Banach space of all bounded linear operators from K to H. 
DEFINITION 1.1. SCK,&m, g) is the set of all L(K, H)-valued C” 
functions a on W satisfying: 
For every non-negative integer k, there exists a constant C, > 0 such that 
for all (X, 51, (Yj, Vj?i) E W. 
Here a@‘(x, t)(( y,, q,), . . . . (y,, qk)) denotes the kth Frechet derivative. 
In our case W= R” x R”, (1.2) is equivalent to: 
For all multi-indices ~1, fl, there exists a constant C,, > 0 such that 
IlW$a(x, 5)ll L(K,H)G Corsm(x, 5) 4(x, 4)-‘“‘@(x, 5)+‘. (1.2)’ 
Remark 1.2. If we take the best possible constant in (1.2) as the semi- 
norm of a, it is easily seen that SfK,&rn, g) is a Frechet space. 
If a E SCK,HJ(m, g), we can define the Weyl operator associated to a by 
for all u E S( R”, K), where S( R”, K) is the Frtchet space of all K-valued 
rapidly decreasing C” functions on R”. 
The following three propositions are due to [ 191 (cf. also [ 121) and we 
omit the proof. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. (i) a”‘(x, D) is a continuous linear operator from 
S(W, K) to S(iW”, H). 
(ii) If m is bounded on W, aw(x, D) is a bounded linear operator from 
L*([w”, K) which is a set of all K-valued L* functions on [w” to L*([w”, H). 
Moreover, the mapping a + aw(x, D) is linear and continuous from 
S(,,,,(m, g) to L(L*UQ”, K), L*W’, WI. 
Next, if we define h(x, cl) = {@(x, 5) 4(x, 0) -I, we can get the 
asymptotic expansion of the product of two Weyl operators. 
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PROPOSITION 1.4. (i) Let u E S(,,,,(m, g), h E S(,, k.Jp, g). Then there 
exists a unique c E S,,,,,(mp, g) such that c”(x, D) = a’“(,~, D) b”(x, D) 
(which is denoted by c = a # h) and for every N > 1, 
(ii) *h 
e mapping (a, h) + r,(a, 6) is a continuous bilinear form from 
s ,K,Hdm, g) x &,d P, g) to %,,,(hNmp, g). 
In the sequel, we assume that 
(H.l) K is a dense subspace of H and the injection from K to H is 
a compact operator. 
By the Lax-Milgram theorem, there exists a positive definite self-adjoint 
operator L, on H with the domain of definition equal to K such that Lo 
has a bounded inverse. Since the spectrum of L, is discrete, we can write 
the eigenvalues of L, according to the multiplicity by 0 < ,~i d pLz d . . . 
Then the injection K + H is said to be of class Ck if 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let a E S(,,,,(m, g) and assume that the order function 
m satisfies 
lim m(x, <) = 0. 
I VI + 151 - 33 
Then we have 
(i) a”‘(~, D) is a compact operator on L2(W; H). 
(ii) Zf the injection K+ H is of class Cl-* for some 6 E (0, l), there 
exist a constant C > 0 and an integer N > 0 such that 
In particular, if the right hand side is finite for some N > lOn, then 
a”‘(x, D) is of truce class and the trace is given by 
Tr a”‘(~, D) = (27~) ~-‘I jj Tr a(x, 5) dx d<. (1.6) 
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Here we used the same notation of the trace norm 11. IITr or trace Tr as 
operators on L2(R”; H) and on H, respectively. 
Throughout this paper we assume that there exist positive constants C 
and N, such that 
W.2) @(x, 51, 4(x, 5) 2 C and 4x, 5) 6 C(@(x, 5) 4(x, OP. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF PARAMETRICES 
Let A=A,+A,, where Ai E S(,,,,(m, g) (i = 1, 2). First of all, we 
assume 
(H.3) For every (x, r) E W, A,(x, r) is a positive self-adjoint operator 
on H with domain of definition K and there exists a real number y0 
independent of (x, 5)~ W such that the spectrum 0(&(x, 5)) of A,(x, 0 is 
contained in [yO, + co). 
(H.4) For all multi-indices ~1, fl, there exists a constant C,, > 0 such 
that 
and 
for all (x, 5) E W and u E K. 
(H.5) There exists EWE (0, 1) such that Ai (i=O, 1) satisfy the follow- 
ing conditions: For all multi-indices a, b satisfying JuI + IfiI # 0, there exists 
a constant C,,, > 0 such that 
and for all multi-indices a, 0, there exists a constant C;,, > 0 such that 
IIq~!2,(~, ~~~ll”~c~,~IIAo(X,~~l-E~UIl”Qi(X, W”’ 4(x, a-‘8’ 
for all (x, l) E W and u E K. 
If we denote A=~\[yO,+co) and d(i)=dist(i, [yO,+oo)), we can 
define operators from H to K: P&x, r) = (A,(x, 0 - [))’ for all [E A and 
6% 5) E w. 
Then we have 
LEMMA 2.1. (i) P&x, 5) is holomorphic in A with values in 
Cm( W; L( H, K)). 
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(ii) For all multi-indices X, /I, there exists a constant C, ,! > 0 
independent qf i E A such thut 
II(A,(x> 0-i) D:D!Pr(x> OIIL,H) 
< C,,( 1 + Ii//d([))‘“’ + ‘O’ @(x, 5) -“’ Q(x, 5) -“‘. (2.1) 
(iii) If A,(x, 5) is a polynomial in (x, 5) qf order m, we have, instead 
of (2.11, 
II(Ao(x, 4) - 0 D;D!P,(x, OIIL(H) 
,< C,,(l + lil/d(i))“--“““‘“I+ i/i’) d(~)~~o(C(1~1+18’)/ml+ 1) 
x h(x, ()-(‘a’+ ‘““@(X, 5) ‘“‘qqx, t)-‘“‘, (2.2) 
where [a] = Max { n E Z ; n < a} for any real number a. 
Proof: Part (i) is clear. We prove (ii). First we note that there exist 
constants C,, _. B ““‘6 such that 
D;D!Pe= 1 C;::::$ P,(D;‘D~‘A,) P,... P,(DfDtkA,) P;, (2.3) 
*(I) 
where *(I) in the sum means that the sum runs over all 
cy.=gl+~2+ . . . +ak, /I=fl’+/?‘+ ... +/I”, and 1 <k6 ICI/ + IpI. Since 
lIf’ill.,,,Mi)p’ 
and moreover 
Il&P,Il.,,,d Il(A,-0 PJ.c,, + lil llf’~lIuH)G 1+ IiMi), (2.4) 
(2.1) follows from (H.4). Next we prove (iii). Since A,(x, 0 is a polynomial 
of order m in (x, t), we have I& +/?‘I urn, j= 1,2, . . . . k, in (2.3). So 
*cl) in the sum of (2.3) runs over all ~=tl’ +a2+ ... +ak, 
p=p1+p2+ ... +B”, and [(Iccl + IBl)/m] + 1 6 kd 1~11 + IBI. Thus by 
(H.5), we have 
II(&(x, t) -0 D;D!P&> 011 L(H) 
d c II&k 5)’ p&o P&x, 4)&,, 
C(lal + ifll)/ml + 1 SIC< ial + 181 
x h(x, e)-k@(x > <)-‘*I 4(x, 4)+. 
Since 
l14-““M,-i)~‘Il w,)GCCaB(l + lilld(i))‘~“‘d(i)~“O, 
it is easy to see that (2.2) holds. This completes the proof. 
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Remark 2.2. It easily follows from (ii) that for all multi-indices 01, p, 
there exists a constant C,, > 0 independent of c E A such that 
Ilqw,(x> 011 L(H)< C,,d(i)-‘(1 + lil/d(w’+‘F’ @(x, V’“’ 4x, VP 
(2.5) 
for all (x, t ) E W. 
Now we construct the parametrices of A”(x, D)-[I, [E A. In order to 
do so, we define biSr(x, 0 (f=O, 1, 2, . ..) by the formulas 
~~~cl(X, 5) =p&G 5) = Mx, 5) -iI-’ (2.6) 
and for I> 1, 
X (2i)-k 
,j+k=13j<l 
where f(x, l)$\ = (8/8t)a(8/8x)8’(x, 0 for any smooth function J: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. (i) For ail multi-indices y, 6 and integer 120, there 
exists a constant C,,&,, > 0 independent of 1: E A such that 
II(&(x5 a - 0 qwkrk 5111 L(H) 
G C,,,,dl + lil/d(i)) ‘Y’ + 16’ + *’ h(x, r)’ @(x, 0 ~ ‘7’ 4(x, 0 - 16’ 
for all [EA and (x, t)~ W. 
(2.8) 
(ii) Assume that A,(x, 5) and A,(x, 5) are polynomials in (x, r) of 
order m and m - 1, respectively. Then for all multi-indices y, 6 and integer 
1 ZO, there exists a constant C,,,, > 0 independent of [ E A such that 
IIM,(x, 5) - 0 ~:~%,c(x, 5)ll~wj 
G C,,~,,U + IiMi))” - Eo)(IY1+161+*/)d(i)-EO{CIYI+16’+1)/ml+l) 
x h(x, ~)-(‘y’+‘6”P’@(x, t)-‘%+4(x, Lj-“‘. (2.9) 
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Proof: We prove (i) and (ii) by induction on I. First of all, we consider 
(i). When l=O, (2.8) easily follows from Lemma 2.1. Assume that (2.8) 
holds up to 1- 1 for all 7 and (5. We note that, for some constants C;::$,:;;I,. 
(A, - [) Dyyh;,, 
= 1 @$:;,;::,(A, - [) h;&& 1 c A$;$, 
*(2) L j+k=l.j<l lal+l/?=k 
x (A,-i)~‘(A,-i)b’“+)““’ 
<..I(% + A”‘) 
+c c 
A’,j&,,(A, - [)p’(A,-[) b~~,t& , (2.10) 
/+k=l I lal+lPI=k 1 
where *(2) of the first sum in the right hand side means that the sum runs 
over y’ + y” + 7”’ = y, 6’ + 6” + 6”’ = 6. Thus (2.8) follows from (2.4), (H.4) 
and the hypotheses of induction. Next we prove (ii). It follows from 
Lemma 2.l(iii) that (ii) holds for I= 0. The case I > 0 also follows from 
similar arguments. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.4 (i) For all multi-indices y, 6 and integer 1 3 0, there 
exists a constant C,,,,, > 0 such that 
IIqD2Q,,(x> 5)llTr 
d II(Aok i’)-i)p’II-rr(l + lil14i))“‘+‘“‘+2’ 
x h(x, 5)’ @(x, r)- ‘?I 4(x, 5) -I” 
for all [E A and (x, 0 E W. 
(ii) There exist constants C, A4 > 0 such that 
II~JX, ~111 L(L~(w.fi)) 6 CC1 + lil/d(i))” d(i)-’ 
for all [EA. 
(2.11) 
Proof: Part (i) easily follows from Proposition 2.3(i) and the fact that 
II~p”;~& OIITr 
d lI(&(x> 4)-i)-‘IIn lI(Ao(x, 5)-iW~~,:~i,,b> <)IIL(HJ. 
Next, if we apply Proposition 1.3(ii) and Proposition 2.3(i), we see that (ii) 
holds. This completes the proof. 
Define operators B;:,(x, D) and R;*,,(x, D) by the formulas 
BL,(x, D) = 5 I?;; j(x, D) (2.12) 
i=O 
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and 
(A% D) - U) B[,(x, D) = I+ R;,(x, D). 
Then RF,(x, D) has the following properties. 
(2.13) 
PROPOSITION 2.5. (i) For all multi-indices y, 6 and integer N>O, there 
exist constants M = M(y, 6, N) and C = C(y, 6, N) such that 
lIqwC,N(x, 5)ll L(H) 
d C(1 + lil/d(i))” d(i)-“” h(x, 4)N-“‘o @(x, r)-“’ 4(x, c)+, (2.14) 
where No is defined in (H.2). 
(ii) Assume that A,(x, [) and A,(x, 4) are polynomials in (x, t) of 
order m and m - 1, respectively. Then there exists N, > 0 such that for every 
N > N, and all multi-indices y, 6, we have with constant C,,6,N > 0, 
II~~mLv(~~ S)IIL(ff) 
G C7,mU + lilMi)Y &o)(lvl + ISI + 3N+ 1) d(l)-“‘[‘N’lyl + l4)/ml + 1) 
xh(x, ~)--(N+l+~Y~+i~l)@(X, ~)-I’1 b(x, t)-I”‘. 
ProoJ (i) By the definition of RFN(x, D), we have 
A’%, D) B;&, D) = If iB;,(x, D) + Rz,(x, D). 
On the other hand, if we put 
A # B,,,= kg, (2i)-k 1 W A$‘, Bbfj,,,, + Rk$, 
14 + IPI = k 
cc! p! 
we have 
R,,,= R:ri+ c (2i)-k c 
( - 1 )‘P’ ~ A(b) B(p) 
a!P! cm LN(r) - iBc,N- 1, 
(2.15) 
k = 0 1x1 + IBI = k 
It follows from the composition formula (Proposition 1.4) and (2.7) that, 
with a suitable constant C > 0 and integers h, k 2 0, 
su~llmk W’hk t)-“-‘W, 5)Iyi4(x, t)i6iD;DStR:f’$~, t)lILcw, 
G C(l + lil/d(i))“+“+‘” d(i)-‘, 
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where sup is taken over all (x, <) E W. Thus taking (H.2) into considera- 
tion, we see that for all multi-indices 1/, 6, there exists a constant c’;.,, > o 
and integers h, k 3 0 such that 
Irq~“;q~“x> ollL,,r,d Ci,S(l + lil/d~i))“+k+2Nd(i) ’ 
x 4x, 5) N-N Q(-~, 5) -I;‘/ dtx, 5)--l”‘, (2.16) 
Next, we put 
E= f (2i)pk 1 
(- 1)‘“’ 
k=O 
Then by the definition of h,,i, we have 
E= c 1 (2i)-k (-l)‘“‘A’“’ /,‘B’ cc!/?! O(8) i,l(a) k+/>N+l,O<kCN,O<l<N la(+lPI=k 
+ c 




So it follows that there exist constants Cy’$~~~” (i = 0, 1) such that , ,, 
DyS@E= c C~:~~‘~~:~“Ab;;~~,,(A,-i)-‘(A,-i) ~;~,;,~‘,., 
*c31 
where. *(3) is taken over all y, 6, k, I such that y = y’+ y”, 6 = 6’ + 8’1, 
1~11 + IPI =k, k+laN+ 1, OdkdN, O,<I<Nand *(4) is taken over ally, 
6, k, 1 such that y=y’+y”, 6=S’+6”, lcrl+IpI=k, k+faN, O<ldN, 
and 0 <k <N - 1. Here we note that by (HS). 
IIA!&~;!,(~o-~)~ ‘4IH 
d Ca,&f,y JJA;-Eo(Ao-~)-‘~IJH h(x, r)-“w(x, t)-‘“+“‘+(x, i;) -M+~” 
d c; p f f, . 3 . (1+ li(/d(i))‘-“Od(i)~“h(x, 4)-“s”@(x, l)++“‘#(x, t)-‘“+“” 
for all UE H, where 6, denotes the Kronecker delta. Applying Proposi- 
tion 2.3(i) to (A, - i) bfl&Y;)6..) in (2.17), we have, with a constant C, 
lW~~:EII,~,, 
<C(l + lil/d(5))‘-“O+‘Y’+‘a’+3Nd(i)--“oh(x, 5)” c&x, t)+ 4(x, r)+‘. 
(2.18) 
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Thus it follows from (2.16) and (2.18) that (i) holds. In order to prove (ii), 
if we take a large N, we see that R YJ =O. Therefore it suffices to apply 
Proposition 2.3(ii) to (A, - 0 br$I’,..; ’ m (2.16). This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.6. If N 2 N,, there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
IIR;:,& D)ll L(Lqw,H)) G C(1 + lil14i))M d(i)-““. 
Proof. It easily follows from Proposition 2.5(i). 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF COMPLEX POWERS 
In addition to (H.l)-(H.5) we assume that 
(H.6) For every (x, r)~ W, A,(x, 0 is a symmetric operator (with 
domain of definition K). Then the following proposition will be essential in 
the sequel. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Under (H. 1 )-( H.6) A “(x, D) has a unique self-aa’joint 
extension A^“(x, D) as an unbounded operator on L*(Iw”, H) and moreover 
A”(x, D) is semi-bounded from below. 
Proof. Putting [ = --A (A >O) in (2.13) and applying Corollary 2.6(i) 
with N > N, shows that 
(A^‘“(x, D) + 21) B”,,,(x, D)= I+ R”I,N(~, D), (3.1) 
and there exist constants C, C’, M > 0 such that 
IIRY,,,(x, D)ll L(Lz(~,H)) <C(l+I/d(-A))“d(-A)-“o<C’d(-~))“o<l 
(3.2) 
if i > 0 large. Therefore the statement of this proposition is a result of the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2 ([19] and Robert [21]). Let X be a Hilbert space and X0 
a dense subspace of X. Let L be a symmetric linear operator on X with 
domain of definition X0, i.e., 
(L% 0)x = (u, Lv)x 
for all u, v E X0. Assume that there exist 1 E @, linear operators B,, B,: 
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X + X0, and continuous linear operators R, , R2 : X + X such that for every’ 
i=l,2 
(L+A)B,=I+R,, llR,II.,,, < 1. 
Then L is essentially self-adjoint. 
Moreover, if we assume that 
(H.7) There exist constants 0 E (0, 1) and 6i, y, > 0 such that 
Cl+ lx12+ 151’)““211G~ll”~Y, IlAd.? 4)UllH 
for all u E K and (x, 5) E IV, where L, is the operator defined in Section 1. 
Then we have 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Under (H.l)-(H.7), we have 
(i) The spectrum o(A”(x, D)) of a”(~, D) is discrete, i.e., the 
spectrum consists only of eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. We denote the 
eigenvalues according to the multiplicity by 1, 6 1, d . 
(ii) Zf [$o(fI”(x, D)), (Aw(x, D)-cl)-’ is a compact operator in 
L2( w, H). 
Proof: (i) For large A>O, it follows from (3.2) that 
(I+ R”,.,(x, D))-’ E L(L2(1w”, H)) 
exists and 
(‘@%, D)+AZ)-‘= P:,(x, D)(I+ R”,,,(x, D))-I. 
It suffices to prove that PY,(x, D) is a compact operator on L2(Iw”, H). We 
denote the graph norm of Li by II IIn(,=;), i.e., 
Il4D(L;,= Il4If+ IIG4lH for LED. 
We note that (IuI( D(L;j is equivalent to II Liull H and that by positivity of 
Lt, D(Li) 2 K. It follows from (H.7) that there exists a constant C> 0 such 
that for all u E H, 
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By Lemma 2.1 and Remark 2.2, there exists a constant C’ > 0 such that for 
large A > 0 
Thus this shows that 
where m,(x, 4) = (1 + [xl’+ 1Q2))a1’2. Therefore Proposition 1.5 guarantees 
that 
P”.,(x, D): L2(R”, H) + L2(R”, l&5:)) 
is a compact operator. 
Since the injection D(L$ -+ H is continuous, P’+‘,(x, D) is a compact 
operator on L’([w”, H). 
(ii) Let [ 4 .(a’“(~, D)). For large & > 0, we write the resolvent 
equation 
(A”(x, D) - [Z)-’ - (P(x, D) + nor)-’ 
= (/I, + ()(A”(x, D) - ~z)y(P(x, D) + &I)-‘. 
Since by (i), (a’+‘(~, D)+&-,Z)-’ is compact on L2(lR”, H), thus 
(a”‘(~, D) -[Z))’ is also compact on L’(Iw”, H). This completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. In addition to (H-1 )-(H.7), let the injection D(Li) + 
H be of class CO. Suppose that for every [ $ a(a”‘(x, D)) 
ss ll(A,(x,5)-i)-‘IITr~X~~< +a. 
Then (a-(x, D)- jZ)-’ is of trace class and 
Tr(a’“(x, D) - [Z)-’ 
=(2rr)-“ jj Tr Br,,& 5) dx d5 - Tr[(A”(x, D) - Cl)-‘B~,(x, D)]. 
(3.3) 
Proof. Let A > 0 be a large number. Note that 
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and the injection D(L[:) -+ H is of class C’ ” ‘i’. By (H.2) and (H.4), we 
have 
IIDp$m 4)+n) lI/Tr~Cz./wo(.x, 5)+n)-‘llTr. 
Thus Proposition 1.5 guarantees that (R”(x, D) + AZ) ’ is of trace class. If 
[ 4 a(abV(x, D)), we see that 
(‘i”(x, D) - (Z) ’ 
= (A”(x, D)+lJ-‘+([+n)(A”yx, D)-jl) -+P(x, D)+U)-’ 
is of trace class. Since 
(2(x, D) - cl)-’ = B;I:,(x, D)- (P(x, D) -[Z)-‘zy,(x, D), (3.4) 
and Ry(x, D)EL(L~(W, H)), it follows that BpJx, D) and (J-(X, D) 
- jZ)-‘BiJx, D) are also of trace class. This completes the proof. 
It is no restriction to assume that 
(H.8) A”(x, D) is positive definite, and moreover A, > y0 > 0. 
Here we note that (aW(x, D) - [Z))’ is a holomorphic function in 
[E~\[Y~, +co) with values in L(L*(W, Z-Z)) and 
llc~wb~ D) - U) ‘II ,qLqR”,H)) 6 W(i). 
From this, we can define complex powers of A’l’(x, D) as follows: For 
Rez<O, 
(3.5) 
where Z is a curve beginning at co, passing along the negative real line to 
a circle ][I = sO( <yO), then clockwise about the circle, and back to cc along 
the negative real line. Since d(i) - I[[ for large Ill, the integral is absolutely 
convergent if Re z < 0 and for Re z <k (k a positive integer), 
A”(x, Dy = Ayx, D)Z-kAK~(X, D)! 
Now, by (3.4) we have 
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4. THE FIRST SINGULARITY OF THE TRACE 
OF COMPLEX POWERS 
Throughout this section we assume that A,(x, t) and ,4,(x, t;) are poly- 
nomials in (x, 5) E W of order m and m - 1, respectively. 
We begin this section with the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. In addition to (H. 1 )-(H.8), assume that the injection 
K -+ H is of class C’ -‘. Moreover suppose that there exists 0 < a < 1 such 
that 
II IMok W”ll~r dx & < +a. (4.1) 
Then Aw(x, D)’ is of trace class for Re z < -a and there exists 6,, > 0 such 
that 
Tr AW(x, D)‘- (271))” jj Tr[A,(x, <)‘I dx d< (4.2) 
is holomorphic for Re z < -a + 6,. 
Proof: Note that the Weyl symbol of 
is equal to 
If we denote the eigenvalues of A,(x, 5) by yI <1,(x, l)<A,(x, <)G ..., 
the Cauchy theorem yields that 
ri’(Ao(x, O-CT’ dl] = TrCAo(x, WI = f +, 5)‘. (4.3) 
j=l 
Therefore it follows from (4.1) that if Re z < -a, there exists a constant 
C > 0 such that 
Thus it is seen that the second term of (4.2) is holomorphic for Re z < -a 
580:X7,%6 
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Taking account of (3.6) we next consider the integral 
where 
B;,dx, 4)= f b;,,(x, 5). 
,=I 
By Proposition 2.3(i), we see that 
IlWySD~B~,,v(x, 5)lln 
Since O<y, <S(x, 5) and <e/1, it follows that for any p> 1, there exists 
a constant C such that lS(x, 5) -iI 2 CAj(x, 5)1’p I[1 liq, where q satisfies 
l/p+ l/q= 1. And moreover by (H.2) and the fact IIA,(x, t)ullH< 
Cm(x, 5) Ilull K for all u E K, we have h(x, 5) 6 Cdi(x, <)-l’No. Thus we have 
< Cy,6e2n’1mz’ 
s 
r lQRe=- “Yld[l 
x,!, j/ Ai(x, 5).-“W(x, 5)-l-“’ 4(x, i”)-‘-‘“’ dx dt 
6 Cl,& e2ni’m*’ jr l[lRezp’l~ ld[l f Jj ;li(x, l)-l’P-l’NOdxd<. 
j=l 
Choose 6,> 0, p, q> 1 so that --a+ 6,- l/q< -1, -l/p- l/N,< --a, 
and l/p + l/q = 1. Then if Re z < --a + 6,, we have Re z - l/q < - 1 and 
-l/p - l/N, < -a. Thus 
1 
is holomorphic for Re z < -a + 6,. It remains to prove that 
iZ(Aw’(x, D) - <I)-‘R;;,(x, D) d[ I 
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is holomorphic for Re z < --a + 6,. By Corollary 2.6, we have for some 
constant C > 0, 
IlW(X> D) - Ur’q&, D)llTr 
d Ilcax? D) - i~)r’IIn IIq,&, ~111 L,(tqw,H)) 
~Cd(i)~““Il(~“(x,D)-jz)~‘/I.,. 
For large I[\, by (2.13), we have 
(P(x, D) -U-l = qx, zl)(Z+ zy,(x, II))-‘. 
If we put 
(I+ R&(x, D))-’ = I+ s,, 
Proposition 2.5(i) guarantees that for some constant C > 0 
Thus there exists a constant C’ > 0 such that 
Now we decompose Z such that Z= Z, + Z2, where I[\ is large enough on 
Z,. Then noting that d(i) N Ill for large I[\ and [E A, there exist constants 
C”, C”’ > 0 such that 
foranyp,q>l sothat l/p+l/q=1.1fO<6,<s0,wecanchoosep>1 so 
that a d l/p < a - 6, + Ed. Since --a + 6, - s0 - l/q < -1, we see that 
Tr 
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is holomorphic for Re z < -u + 6,. Since 
Tr[(A”‘(x, D) - cl) lR;;,(.~, D)] 
is continuous in [ on r, , it is clear that 
is an entire function in z. This completes the proof. 
In the sequel of this section we put K, = D(L’) and assume: 
(H.9) For every integer ja 1 and multi-indices a, j, there exists a 
constant C,, j > 0 such that 
and 
for all u E Kj. 
Remark 4.2. For every integerja 1, DFD!Ai(x, 5) are continuous from 
K, to K,m,. 
Finally, we assume 
(H.lO) There exists an integer N, > 0 such that for any multi-indices 
~Band (x,t)~W 
where (ad A)(B) = [B, A] = BA - AB. 
Then we have 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Assume that for i = 0 or 1, 
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has a meromorphic extension in @. Then for every integer l>, 0, 
1 
has also a meromorphic extension in C. 
Proof: For I= 0, the statement is clear. So suppose 12 1. We first note 
that 





( - 1 )‘fi’ 
lcrlfI/3’=1 
argl~~~)((AO-i)-‘)jel+A,(A,-I)-’ 








Thus (H.9) guarantees that 
Mri)-‘4$7)b43-i)-’ 
is the sum of the form 
(ad AAx, O)“(D~D!Ai(x, 5))(&- L’-j. 
Thus by the Cauchy formula, 
1 
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is the sum of the form 
z(z - l)...(z-.j+ l)Jj^Ad,r. 0’ ‘(adA,(x, O)k(D;Df~i(x, [))kdt. 
This completes the proof. 
PART II: ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF EIGENVALUES 
1. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF EIGENVALUES 
In this section we shall consider the asymptotic behavior of eigenvalues 
of A^“(x, D), under the hypotheses (H.l)-(H.10). Let the eigenvalues of 
a’“(,, D) according to multiplicity be 1, <A, < . . and N(1) be the count- 
ing function of eigenvalues N(2) = # {j; Aj < 2). The following theorem is 
useful in the sequel. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let P be a positive self-aa’joint operator on a separable 
Hilbert space H with domain of definition K which is a dense subspace of H 
and the canonical injection from K to H is a compact operator. Here we 
regard K equipped with the graph norm as a Hilbert space. Assume that 
(i) P-” is of trace class for large Re s > 0 and Z,(s) = Tr P-’ has a 
meromorphic extension in C whose poles are distributed on the real line. 
(ii) Z,(s) has the first singularity at s = a ( > 0) and 
is holomorphic for Re s > a - 6 for some 6 > 0. 
(iii) Z,(s) is of polynomial order in Im s in all vertical strips, excluding 
neighborhoods of the poles. 
Then we have 
as 1+ +co. 
Here it is said that s= a is the first singularity of Z,(s) if Z,(s) is 
holomorphic for Re s > a - 6 for some 6 > 0, excluding a pole at s = a. 
The proof is essentially due to the inverse Mellin transformation (cf. 
Duistermaat and Guillemin [6]) and given by [4]. 
Now we return to our consideration. 
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PROPOSITION 1.2. Assume that (H.l)-(H.lO) are satisfied and that 
(27~)~” j[ Tr[A,(x, c)‘] dx dc - i /!!I- 
j-1 (z-4’ 
is holomorphic for Re z < -a + 6, for some ~5~ > 0. Then we have 
as 1+ +co. 
Proof: The conditions (i) and (ii) in Theorem 1.1 follow from the 
arguments of Part I. Part (iii) is a result of [3] (cf. [6]). 
2. AN EXAMPLE 
In this section we give an example. We consider an operator 
A, = -d(x,,, + (1 + Ixlz)pY2, XERP, YEIR (pal). (2.1) 
By the celebrated Kato theorem, A, is an essentially self-adjoint operator 
on L2(1wp+‘), i.e., A, h as a unique self-adjoint extension Ap as unbounded 
operator on L2(iwp+‘). M oreover Ap is semi-bounded from below. By [ 19, 
Lemma 3.11, the injection D(Ap)+t2(Wp+l) is compact and therefore 
the spectrum a(A,) is discrete. We denote the eigenvalues according to 
multiplicity by I, d I, < . . . and the counting function of eigenvalues 
by N(A). To see that our theory is applicable to this operator (2.1), define 
H = L’(R) and K = {u E L2(R); (-d2/dy2 + y2)u E L2(R)}, m(x, 5) = 
(1 + I~1*)~(1 + ItI*), @(x, <)= (1 + 1512)1’2, and 4(x, 5)=(1 + IxI~)“~. Then 
we can regard the operator as an element in ScK;HJ(m, g) and the Weyl 
symbol is equal to ltJ\ 2 + Q,(x) E L(K, H), where 
Qp(x)= -$+(l+ ,xI~)~~~. 
If we write the eigenvalues of -d2/dy2 + y2 by pi, i.e., pj = 2j - 1 
(j= 1, 2, . ..). it is easily seen that the eigenvalues of l<l’ + Qp(x) are 
151’ + (1 + (xl 2)p’2pj (2 1). However, since A, does not satisfy the condition 
of Proposition 3.4, we have to consider 
A:= bf,,.,+(l+ IxI~)~Y~)~ (m > 0 integer). 
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If we write the symbol of A: by ,4,(x, [) +A,(.u, 0, where A,(.u, 5) = 
(ICI* + Q,,(x))~, ,4,(x, 5) is a polynomial of order 2pm in (x, <) and 
A,(x, 5) of order 2pm -2 in (x, 4). Here note that A,E StKm,,,(m,, g), 
where m,(x, 5) = (1 + Ixl’)““‘(l + 1512)‘“. Then the eigenvalues of ,4,(x, <) 
are 
so it is easily seen that (H.3) holds. (H.4) is clear. To see that (H.5) holds 
for s0 = f, it suffices to note that for ,i = 0, 1, 
151’Il~ll~d~,ll~1512+Qp~~~~“2~ll~~ u E K. 
For a precise proof, see [ 193. Since A ,(x, 4) is real valued, (H.6) holds. 
(H.7) is also clear taking L, = -d2/dy2 -t- y* and 8, = f. Using the ellip- 
ticity of L, on R and the fact that A,(x, 5) and A,(x, 5) are polynomials, 
(H.9) and (H.lO) also hold. Finally, we show that the condition of Proposi- 
tion 3.4 holds, i.e., 
ii” ll(&(x, O-W’llndxdh +a. 
JJ 
In fact, since <E C\[yo, + co), Aj(x, 5 12 1, 
f lw12+(wx12)p’2 PJm-il-’ 
j=l 
00 
The change of variable 5 + p,!j2< yields that if we choose m large enough, 
is finite. 
Since the eigenvalues ,uL,m of ( -d2/dy2 + y’)” satisfy, with a suitable 
constant c, p, - cj by [7], it follows that if m > 1, the injection K+ H is of 
class C’ ~ ‘, where 6 = 1 - l/m. 
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Now we have 
In order to study the first singularity of Al,“, it suffices to consider 
The change of variable 5 + (1 + JxJ 2)p’4p,!‘25: leads to 
(1 + I~)~)VPZ+P~)/~ dx 
I (I+ 1512Y dt RP Iwp 
= (2n)-P(sPp,)2 f ,4+P/2 srn (1 +r2)(2PzfPZ)/4rP-l dr 
j= I 0 
X 
s 
O” (1 +r2)ZrP-1 dr, 
0 
where S,_ 1 = 2np12/r( p/2) denotes the surface area of the unit sphere 
in Iwp. By the well known equality : For Re a, Re b > - 1, and 
Re b > Re(a - 1)/2, 
s 
co x0 dx=iT((a+ 1)/2)r(b-(a-l)/2) 
0 (1 +.x2)‘+b 2 r(l+b) ’ 
it follows that if Re z < -p/2 - 1, 




Z1(z) = r( -pz/2 - p*/4 - p/2) G(z) 
G(z) = T(-z- P/2) 
r( -pz/2 - p*/4) Z’-( -z)’ 
Since T(z) = l/z - y + O(z) as z -+ 0, where y is the Euler number, 
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as z -+ -p/2- 1. On the other hand, since G(z) is holomorphic for 
Re z < -p/2, Taylor’s expansion at 2 = -p/2 - 1 leads to 
G(z)=G(-p/2-1)+(z+p/2+1)G’(-p/2-1)+0((z+p/2+1)’) 
as z + -p/2 - 1. Thus we have 
Z(z)= - 
2G( -p/2 - 1) 
P(Z + P/2 + 1) - 
{ 2G’( -p/2 - 1 )/p - yG( -p/2 - 1) f 
+ W(z+ P/2 + 1)) 
as z -+ -p/2 - 1. By the elementary calculation this leads to 
G(-p/2- l)= 
2 
PU P/2 I2 
and 
G’( -p/2 - 1) = T’(l) r’(P/2+ 1) 
r(P/2)r(P/2+ 1)+2r(P/2)2T(p/2+ 1) 
r’( P/2 + 1) 
+T(P/2)T(P/2+1)*. 
The equation f ‘( 1) = - y is well known. By differentiation at s = -p/2 of 




(2 + PI r’(p/2) 
PT(P/213 . 
Then we have 
Z,(z)= - 
4 
p*u P/2)*@ + P/2 + 1) 
- D + O( (z + p/2 + 1 )), 
where 
D=4(~~+2) +(~+PuYP/~)+ 27 
P3Q P/2)* PQP/213 PT( P/2)*’ 
Now it follows from [4] that 
f Pf 
1 
+ 112 - i + (y + log 2)/2 + O((z + p/2 + 1)). 
/=I - -z+p/2+1 













z + p/2 + 1 +fdr), 
where f,(z) are holomorphic functions for Re z < --a + 6 for some 6 > 0. 




2p- ‘pT( p/2)2 
I’ + p/2 log 1 
2 
+ [i -2p-lp2r(p,2)2-2-p-‘D y+log2 1 
3 
1 
+ 3 x 2p-2p2r(p/2)2 1 p+PI*+O(jp+P/*--bO) - 
for some 6,>0 as 2-r +co. 
In particular, when p = 1, we see that 
N(I) =; 123’2 log E” + 
24 log 2 - 16 + 6y 
97c 
lV* + o(J~/* - “0) 
as II + co (cf. [4]). 
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